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Abstract
Purpose: The objective of study is aiming to investigate the residual tumor rate after
Vacuum-assisted Breast Biopsy (VABB) for early breast cancer excision and the efficacy of
mammogram and ultrasound in detecting residual tumor.
Methods: Patients who underwent VABB and were confirmed with breast cancer in Sun Yat-sen
University Cancer Center from 2010 to 2015 were reviewed retrospectively. The residual tumor
rate determined by histological examination was calculated, and then was compared with the
results estimated by mammogram and ultrasound which were performed post VABB but before
subsequent surgery. Univariate and multivariate analysis (logistic regression) were carried out to
identify the independent risk factors associated with residual tumor.
Results: In total, 126 eligible patients with early breast cancer were recruited for this study, of
whom 79 (62.7%) had residual tumor and 47 (37.3 %) underwent complete excision. The residual
tumor rates for lesions < 10mm, lesions 10 to 20 mm and lesions >20mm in size were 55.0%,
68.9% and 53.1%, respectively. The complete excision rates estimated by mammogram and
ultrasound were 76.5% and 73.9%, with a negative predictive value of only 46.2% and 50.6%,
respectively. In the multivariate logistic regression analysis, no specific factors were found
associated with risk of residual tumor (all P > 0.05).
Conclusions: There was a high residual tumor rate after VABB in early breast cancer. Both
mammogram and ultrasound could not effectively detect the residual tumor after VABB.
Key words: Vacuum-assisted breast biopsy, residual tumor rate, early breast cancer, mammogram and
ultrasound.

Introduction
Surgery is one of the main treatments for early
breast cancer [1], and modified radical mastectomy
and breast conserving surgery (BCS) have remained
the standard surgery approaches. However, in recent
years, oncoplastic and minimally invasive surgeries
for early breast cancer have attracted more attention
and played a more and more important role [2-4].
Vacuum-assisted breast biopsy (VABB) device
was first developed by Johnson Company of USA in

1994 [5], and had a high biopsy accuracy for lesions
impalpable, deep-located and less than 1 cm [6-9]. It
has been reported that 14-gauge and 11-gauge probes
using the VABB device could respectively obtain
more than two and six times biopsy sample weights
per specimen than the traditional automated 14-gauge
probe [10, 11]. Due to its rich tissue harvesting and
less invasive procedure, VABB as a minimally
invasive surgery in breast benign tumor excision has
http://www.jcancer.org
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been proven to achieve high complete excision rates
(90-100%) and few complications by numerous
clinical studies [12-15]. However, these complete
excision rates were only confirmed by the imaging
examination findings without further histological
results, because there is no need for subsequently
extended surgery if benign disease is present. Thus,
the efficacy of mammogram and ultrasound in
detecting residual tumor after VABB has not been
defined under the guidance of histologically golden
standard.
Of note, a part of patients receiving VABB were
diagnosed with benign disease by ultrasound and
mammogram before treatment, but were finally
proven to have malignant tumor by histological
findings. Therefore, it would be of great importance to
determine whether residual tumor existed after VABB
for those patients since they might avoid further
surgery if no residual tumor was found. However, to
the best of our knowledge, no study to date has
reported the residual rate of tumor after VABB or
investigated the efficacy of ultrasound and
mammogram in detecting the residual tumor
compared with histological findings in early breast
cancer. Based on this premise, we performed this
retrospective cohort study to characterize this issue
and help guiding clinical treatment.

Materials and methods
Study patient and data collection
We investigated 126 female patients who
underwent VABB and were confirmed with breast
cancer histologically in Sun Yat-sen University Cancer
Center (SYSUCC) from 2010 to 2015. The included
patients were diagnosed with breast benign tumor
clinically before treatment and received VABB using
the EnCor Vacuum Assisted Biopsy System (SenoRx
Inc., USA) with a 7-gauge probe. The inclusion criteria
were as follows: (I) single suspicious lesion was found
by mammogram and ultrasound before VABB; (II) the
BI-RADS of mammogram and ultrasound was 3 or 4a,
if the BI-RADS between ultrasound and mammogram
was inconsistent, then the higher BI-RADS was used;
(III) the largest dimension of the lesion was less than 3
cm. Patients with suspicious skin invasion found by
mammogram, ultrasound or grossly-viewing and
with incomplete information were excluded. The
study was approved by the Independent Ethics
Committee/Institutional Review Board of SYSUCC
and written informed consent about researchable use
of the clinical data was obtained from every
participant prior to surgery.
Mammogram and ultrasound examinations
were ordered for the included patients post VABB but

before subsequent surgery to estimate residual tumor
status. The images of mammogram and ultrasound
were reviewed by a radiologist and an ultrasound
doctor respectively. A standard hook wire was placed
to localize the residual cavity under guidance of
ultrasound. Then patients underwent BCS or
mastectomy according to the surgeon’s clinical
judgment and patients’ preference. Any suspicious
lesion detected by mammogram, ultrasound or
grossly-viewing and the entire surrounding rim of the
residual cavity about 1 cm in thickness were resected
to block for paraffin sections. Hematoxylin-eosin
staining and immunochemical staining were
performed for specimen to examine for residual
tumor, and the final histological findings would be
adopted as the golden standard to calculate residual
tumor rate. All the slides from VABB and resection
specimens were reviewed by two independent
pathologists in SYSUCC without knowledge of
patients’ mammogram or ultrasound examination
findings.
Two investigators independently collected the
clinic-pathological data of the study population,
including age, menstrual status, family history,
dominant feature (mass only or mass with
calcification),
BI-RADS
of
ultrasound
and
mammogram, the largest tumor dimension,
mammogram and ultrasound examination findings
post VABB but before subsequent surgery,
histological type, surgery methods, residual tumor
after VABB (yes or no), axillary lymph node status,
TNM stage, hormonal receptor, human epidermal
growth factor receptor 2 (HER-2) and Ki67 status. Any
divergence of data collection was solved through
consensus by the two investigators.

Statistical analyses
Continuous data, such as age, were described by
median and range. Categorical data, such as family
history and dominant feature, were described by
numbers and percentages. The calculation of
sensitivity, specificity, negative predictive value and
positive predictive value of mammogram and
ultrasound in detecting residual tumor was shown in
Table 4. Univariate and multivariate analysis (logistic
regression) were carried out to identify the
independent risk factors associated with residual
tumor. Multivariate analysis was adjusted for
covariates of age, dominant feature (mass only or
mass with calcification), the largest tumor dimension
(≤10mm, 10-20mm or >20mm in size), histological
type and lymph node status (negative or positive). A
two-tailed P value of <0.05 in logistic regression
analysis was considered statistically significant. All
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the statistical analysis was performed by the SPSS,
version 19.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).
Table 1. Baseline characteristics of 126 patients with early breast
cancer.
Variable
Age (years, median)
≤45
>45
Menopause
No
Yes
Family history
No
BC or OC
others
Dominant feature
Mass only
Mass with calcification
BI-RADS classification
3
4a
Largest tumor dimension/mm
≤10
10-20
>20
Surgical method
Breast conserving surgery
Mastectomy
Histological type
IDC
DCIS
Others a
Lymph node status
LN- b
LN+ c
TNM stage
0
Ⅰ
ⅡA
ⅡB
ER (missing 11)
Positive
Negative
PR (missing 15)
Positive
Negative
Her-2 (missing 21)
Positive
Negative

No. (%)
42
88(69.8)
38(30.2)
108(85.7)
18(14.3)
97(77.0)
12(9.5)
17(13.5)
103(81.7)
23(18.3)

stages of the study population were between stage 0
and stage ⅡB. The median age was 42 years (range,
23-77 years), and 88 (69.8%) patients were younger
than 45 years old. 97 (77.0%) patients chose
mastectomy, and 83 (65.9%) patients had histologic
type of invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC). 101 (80.2%)
patients were BI-RADS 3 and 25 (19.8%) were
BI-RADS 4a. 22 (17.5%) patients were confirmed to
have metastatic axillary lymph nodes by the final
histological findings. Of note, 11 (8.7%), 15 (11.9%)
and 21 (16.7%) patients had unknown estrogen
receptor (ER), progesterone receptor (PR) and her-2
status respectively because these patients refused the
immunochemical staining.
Table 2. Residual tumor rate after VABB as a minimally invasive
surgery for breast cancer.

101(80.2)
25(19.8)
20(15.9)
74(58.7)
32(25.4)
29(23.0)
97(77.0)
83(65.9)
26(20.6)
17(13.5)
104(82.5)
22(17.5)
26(20.6)
61(48.4)
29(23.0)
10(7.9)
92(80.0)
23(20.0)
83(74.8)
28(25.2)
30(28.6)
75(71.4)

Abbreviations: BC: breast cancer; OC: ovarian cancer; IDC: invasive ductal
carcinoma; DCIS: ductal carcinoma in situ; ER: estrogen receptor; PR: progesterone
receptor; HER-2: human epidermal growth factor receptor 2.
a Others included invasive lobular carcinoma (2 cases), mucinous carcinoma (9
cases), phylloides tumor (2 cases), signet-ring cell carcinoma (1 case), medullary
carcinoma (1 case), metaplastic carcinoma (1 case), intraductal papillary carcinoma
(1 case).
b No metastatic axillary lymph node.
c One or more metastatic axillary lymph node.

Results
Baseline characteristics
The baseline clinic-pathological characteristics of
the included 126 consecutive early breast cancer
patients were summarized in Table 1. The TNM

Total
BI-RADS classification
3
4a
Largest tumor
dimension/mm
≤10
10-20
>20
Histological type
IDC
DCIS
Others b
Lymph node status
LN- a
LN+ b
a

Residual tumor
No. (%)

No residual
tumor No. (%)

79

47

Residual
tumor rate
(%)
62.7

63(79.7)
16(20.3)

38(80.9)
9(19.1)

62.4
64.0

11(13.9)
51(64.6)
17(21.5)

9(19.2)
23(48.9)
15(31.9)

55.0
68.9
53.1

58(73.4)
11(13.9)
10(12.7)

25(53.2)
15(31.9)
7(14.9)

69.9
42.3
58.8

61(77.2)
18(22.8)

43(91.5)
4(8.5)

58.7
81.8

No metastatic axillary lymph node.b One or more metastatic axillary lymph node.

Residual tumor rate after VABB
Altogether, 79 (62.7%) patients were confirmed
by post-surgery histological examination with
residual tumor after undergoing VABB (Table 2).
Therefore, only 47 (37.3%) patients experienced
histological complete excision. After Stratified by
BI-RADS (3 or 4a), the largest tumor dimension,
histological type and axillary lymph node status
(negative or positive), the residual tumor rates for
BI-RADS 3 and 4a were 62.4% and 64.0%,
respectively. As for lesions <10mm, lesions 10 to 20
mm and lesions > 20 mm in size, the residual tumor
rates were 55.0%, 68.9% and 53.1%, respectively.
Histological type of IDC, ducal carcinoma in situ
(DCIS) and other types have residual tumor rates of
69.9%, 42.3% and 58.8%. With regard to patients with
positive axillary lymph nodes, the residual tumor rate
was as high as 81.8%, which was almost 20% higher
than that of those with negative lymph nodes (58.7%).
Table 3 displays the logistic regression analysis of
http://www.jcancer.org
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factors associated with residual tumor. In the
univariate analysis, histological type of DCIS was
associated with significantly lower risk of residual
tumor compared with IDC (OR, 0.32; 95% CI,
0.13-0.78; P = 0.013), and positive axillary lymph node
status was associated with higher risk of residual
tumor (OR, 3.17; 95% CI, 1.00-10.03; P = 0.049).
However, no specific factors were identified to be
associated with the risk of residual tumor by
multivariate analysis (all P > 0.05).
Table 3. Logistic regression analysis of factors associated with
residual tumor.
Variable
Age a
Dominant feature
Mass only
Mass with calcification
Largest tumor
dimension/mm
≤10
10-20
>20
Histological type
IDC
DCIS
Others b
Lymph node status
LN- c
LN+ d

Unadjusted OR
(95% CI)
1.02(0.98-1.06)

P

P

0.299

Adjusted OR*
(95% CI)
1.03(0.99-1.07)

1.00
1.45(0.55-3.84)

0.453

1.00
1.84(0.62-5.45)

0.270

1.00
1.81(0.66-4.98)
0.93(0.30-2.85)

0.247
0.895

1.00
1.62(0.54-4.89)
0.59(0.17-2.08)

0.391
0.413

1.00
0.32(0.13-0.78)
0.62(0.21-1.80)

0.013
0.376

1.00
0.44(0.16-1.17)
0.83(0.26-2.65)

0.098
0.83

1.00
3.17(1.00-10.03)

0.049

1.00
3.51(0.98-12.54)

0.053

0.206

Abbreviations: IDC: invasive ductal carcinoma; DCIS: ductal carcinoma in situ; OR:
odds ratio; CI: confidence interval.
a Continuous variable.
b Others included invasive lobular carcinoma (2 cases), mucinous carcinoma (9
cases), phylloides tumor (2 cases), signet-ring cell carcinoma (1 case), medullary
carcinoma (1 case), metaplastic carcinoma (1 case), intraductal papillary carcinoma
(1 case).
c No metastatic axillary lymph node.
d One or more metastatic axillary lymph node.
* Each covariate adjusted for all others.

Efficacy of mammogram and ultrasound in
detecting residual tumor
In total, 53 (42.1%) patients received
mammogram and 115(91.3%) patients received
ultrasound examination post VABB but before

subsequent surgery (Table 4, Figure 1). Among these
patients, 39 (76.5%) and 85 (73.9%) were estimated
with no residual tumor by mammogram and
ultrasound examinations, respectively. However,
when compared with the histological findings,
mammogram and ultrasound only had a sensitivity of
36.3% and 38.2%, which resulted in a negative
predictive value of 46.2% and 50.6%. Namely, the
probability for a patient free of histologically residual
tumor was only 50% or even less when mammogram
or ultrasound suggested no residual tumor after
VABB. In addition, 12 (22.6%) patients were estimated
with no residual tumor by mammogram and 26
(22.6%) by ultrasound, both with a high specificity of
90% or more, which resulted in a positive predictive
value of 85.7% and 86.7%.

Discussion
Different with the previous studies concerning
about VABB in the use of breast benign tumors, our
study focused on breast cancer and estimated the
efficacy of mammogram and ultrasound in detecting
residual tumor compared with the golden standard of
histological findings. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first study to characterize this issue. Of note,
all the patients recruited for this study were
diagnosed with benign disease before treatment and
they were therefore permitted to receive VABB. In the
present study, we retrospectively reviewed the
histological slides of tumor specimens obtained from
VABB and subsequent surgery of 126 early breast
cancer patients to determine the residual tumor rate
after VABB. The efficacy of mammogram and
ultrasound in detecting residual tumor, and the
correlation between clinic-pathological factors and the
risk of residual tumor were analyzed. We mainly
found that: (1) the residual tumor rate after VABB in
early breast cancer patients was as high as 62.7%; (2)
no specific factors were associated with the risk of
residual tumor; (3) both mammogram and ultrasound
were ineffective to detect the residual tumor.

Table 4. Efficacy of mammogram and ultrasound in detecting residual tumor.
Histological findings
Residual tumor No. (%) No residual tumor No. (%)
Mammogram findings (n=53)
Residual tumor
No residual tumor
Ultrasound findings (n=115)
Residual tumor
No residual tumor

12 (22.6) (a)
21(39.6) (c)

2 (3.8) (b)
18 (34.0) (d)

26 (22.6) (a’)
42 (36.5) (c’)

4 (3.5) (b’)
43 (37.4) (d’)

Sensitivity e
(%)

Specificity f
(%)

Negative predictive
value g (%)

Positive predictive
value h (%)

36.3

90.0

46.2

85.7

38.2

91.5

50.6

86.7

Sensitivity = a/ (a + c) for mammogram or a’/ (a’ + c’) for ultrasound.
Specificity = d/ (b + d) for mammogram or d’/ (b’ + d’) for ultrasound.
g Negative predictive value = d/ (c + d) for mammogram or d’/ (c’ + d’) for ultrasound.
h Positive predictive value = a/ (a + b) for mammogram or a’/ (a’ + b’) for ultrasound.
e
f
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Figure 1. Mammogram and ultrasound findings post biopsy but before subsequent surgery and the corresponding histological findings: (A) mammogram finding
suggested no residual tumor at the biopsy site of a 45-year-old woman, inconsistent with the final histological finding with residual tumor; (B) mammogram finding
suggested residual tumor (residual microcalcification shown by arrow) of a 30-year-old woman, consistent with the final histological finding; (C) ultrasound finding
suggested no residual tumor of a 35-year-old woman, inconsistent with the final histological finding; (D) ultrasound finding suggested residual tumor of a 35-year-old
woman, consistent with the final histological finding.
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For the last decade, numerous studies about
VABB in breast benign tumor excision have been
conducted, and the reported complete excision rates
of VABB were about 50% to 90% [15-17]. Fine et al [12]
observed that the complete excision rates were
reversely related to the lesion size, with 94% for
lesions < 5mm, 91% for lesions 5 to10mm and 83% for
lesions >10mm in size, but we did not observe such a
reversely relationship in our study patients. However,
as for malignant tumors, the complete excision rates
were around 33% to 54.5% [14, 18], similar to the
value of 37.3% in our study. The big difference in the
complete excision rates between malignant tumors
and benign tumors might be caused by the different
essential biological characteristic. Malignant tumors
have the capability of invasion and metastasis, so they
are more likely to spread along the lymphatic vessels,
blood vessels and mesenchyme, resulting in a larger
invisible range which could not be detected through
ultrasound or mammogram. Thus, they could not be
completely excised as benign tumors did, because
mammogram and ultrasound were less likely to have
a truly presentation of tumors with irregular shapes,
angular margins and ductal extension [19].
Previous studies suggested that preoperative
diagnosis, age, extensive intraductal component,
lymphovascular
invasion,
lobular
histology,
multifocality and tumor size were related to the risk
of positive lumpectomy surgical margins [20-23]. In
the current study, we observed a higher residual
tumor rate of 81.8% in patients with positive axillary
lymph nodes and a lower rate of 42.3% in DCIS, but
no significant relationship between age, dominant
feature, tumor size, IDC histology, positive axillary
lymph node status and risk of residual tumor were
observed after the multivariate analysis. Since high
residual tumor rates (42.3% - 81.8%) were observed in
different subgroups, it is reasonable to speculate that
presence of residual tumor might be related to the
operative procedure of VABB, but not the
clinic-pathological features. Because the diagnosis of
breast cancer could not be obtained preoperatively,
the excision range would be inadequate if malignant
tumors underwent the same operative procedure as
benign ones. In addition, VABB was seldom applied
in breast cancer excision; this technic still needs
exploration and improvement. The residual tumor
rate of breast cancer is expected to decrease if larger
extent resection is performed with VABB and the
margins can be obtained to evaluate the residual
tumor status, which requires proof from further
studies.
As from mammogram and ultrasound evidence,
the complete excision rates after VABB in breast
cancer were 76.5% and 73.9%, much higher than the

histologically determined complete excision rate of
37.3%. Though their specificities in detecting residual
tumor were as high as 90%, the sensitivities were no
more than 40%, a bit lower than the reported values
from 42.7% to 62% [24-26]. There is no doubt that a
positive result of histological examination would be
achieved when residual tumor was detected
morphologically by mammogram and ultrasound. On
the contrary, when residual tumor was present
histologically, it could not always be detected
morphologically because both mammogram and
ultrasound imaging had difficult in accurately
identifying lesions less than 5mm [27]. Therefore, it
would be inappropriate to estimate the complete
excision rates of VABB in breast cancer through
morphological findings without further histological
examination.
The limitations of this study should be
characterized: the data was retrospectively collected
from a single center, and the sample may be
insufficient since only a small part of patients with
breast cancer would choose to receive the VABB.
Moreover, VABB was performed by different
operators which might result in deviation of surgical
outcomes since this operative procedure is highly
correlated with the skill of operators. Of note, patients
recruited for this study were diagnosed with benign
disease based on the findings of ultrasound and
mammogram before histological outcomes were
available, and all the operators have followed the
strategy of benign tumor treatment that resecting all
the visible lesions under guidance of ultrasound.
Therefore, although different operators may have
different skills, this uniform standard could help
minimizing the deviation.
In conclusion, our study suggested that VABB as
a minimally invasive surgery in breast cancer excision
was invalid due to a high residual tumor rate,
especially for those with positive axillary lymph
nodes. Furthermore, the residual tumor could not be
effectively detected by mammogram or ultrasound.
Therefore, there is a need for those breast cancer
patients who only underwent VABB to receive further
extended surgery, even though mammogram or
ultrasound indicated no residual tumor. Additional
studies of large cohorts are warranted to further
confirm our findings.
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